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DISCONNECT TO
				RECONNECT
Dr John Demartini explains to Toni Krasicki how switching off the TV, phone
and computer can help us refocus on what’s most important.
uring a recent yoga class while in a drawn-out
downward dog pose, the yoga teacher asked
participants to rate, on a scale of one to ten, how present they
were. That got me thinking, particularly, about how people are
always so engaged with their phones, tablets or computers,
even during a commute, walking down the street, or even
while out at a café.
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In a world of 24/7 connectivity, where most of us are always
‘on’, it has become much more difficult to take the time to
just ‘be’. So the question begs, ‘how present are you in our
day-to-day life?’
Dr John Demartini is one of the world’s leading experts in
human behaviour and personal development. Through his
work around the world, he has found that most people feel
overwhelmed by the fact they just can’t get everything done.
‘When we actually stop, look and review what they do in a day,
they are sometimes not prioritising their actions, or doing
what’s most important, and so they feel overwhelmed. And
much of this is caused by digital devices,’ explains Dr
Demartini. ‘I try to explain to them if you don’t take command
of your time then other people will; and if you don’t prioritise
your daily actions it gets filled with low priority interactions,
which are devaluing.’
With Americans spending an alarming average of 185 hours
in front of the TV per month, with an additional 27 hours
online and 34 hours on the phone*, it’s little wonder that
we’re having difficulty being present.

‘I think people are pulling weeds
their whole life, rather than
planting flowers – the priority
should be flowers’.

Dr Demartini says that due to constant connectivity to the
technical world, it is essential to consciously and purposefully
balance your digital life with your real life. ‘People get
consumed, absorbed and overwhelmed by all the things you
can do [on the phone] (e.g., check Facebook updates, Google
search, check emails), but if you don’t prioritise it all, then

*Source: Neilsen
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‘People who value themselves, value their time’.
your life will be extracted away from you.
You have to value yourself to take
command. And anybody can do that.’
According to Dr Demartini, we actually
aren’t a generation of multi-tasking
experts! In fact, a number of studies have
suggested that multi-tasking is a myth,
and the brain doesn’t simultaneously
process work, and only highly practiced
activities (such as talking on the phone),
can be performed while doing other
actions. Dr Demartini agrees. He says,
‘Anytime we are trying to multi-task we
are becoming less efficient. When we are
trying to focus on multiple things at the
one time, we really aren’t being effective
anywhere.’
Like most of us, Dr Demartini has seen,

on countless occasions, scenarios where
people are trying to be in more than one
place at a time. For example, people out
at a restaurant, where everyone is on their
phone, talking to different people who are
elsewhere. ‘No one is present,’ he
explains. ‘I make sure that I am present
with who I am with.’ He adds ‘I think
there is a way of orgainising your time and
saying this is the time I am online and I’m
available, and this is the time I am offline
and I am prioritised.’
He says he is not negating digital
communication, but merely pointing out
that we need to control it, otherwise it
can negatively affect our family and
relationship dynamics.
From a young age Dr Demartini learned
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about gratitude and prioritising. His
father instilled within him, the art of
selecting and performing activities that
would enable him to achieve his dreams.
‘Children should to be trained this way,’
he says. ‘You have a life, you have
priorities; fill it with things that are most
meaningful and you will grow into
someone with self-worth.’
He says that by doing so, not only will you
end up making more income, achieving
better results and having more time on
your hands, but it’s an invaluable boost in
self-worth.
‘At the end of the day, nobody wants to be
overwhelmed and not get done what they
wanted to get done. It really is about
taking command of your priorities.’

‘It’s wise to not let things distract us, from things that are really meaningful’.
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